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LOT #

Rules Refresher504

VF to NM condition.
Showcase #95 & #96  Doom Patrol505

Figures and construction set. Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Figure Box Lot506

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot507

70s to present, lots of good reading in good shape!
Sci-Fi/Fantasy/Horror Paperbacks (lot of 31)508

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. A few small chips in the hair as
pictured. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

Frodo Baggins Weta Bust509

Includes issues between #1 and #10, plus variants and specials.
VF to NM condition.

World of Warcraft Comics Group (12)510

Marvel Legends, Infinity Venom, and more. Mint in sealed
packages.

Marvel Comics Figure/Toy Lot511

New, never worn. From the Warner Bros. Studio store. Size Large.
Looney Tunes Denim/Jean Jacket512

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “B” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - B Bands/Artists513

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems

Bilbo Baggins Weta Bust514

LOT #
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

VF to NM condition of the classic Vertigo series.
Sandman Mystery Theater Comics Run (#1-46)515

Figurines, blind box/packs, and more. You get all pictured. Mint in
sealed packages.

Disney Toys/Collectibles Box Lot516

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot517

Fiction & Non, Prose & Comics, all with a cover you can knock on.
Summer Reading: Hardcovers (Lot of 7)518

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Minor paint chips as pictured but
otherwise great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Samwise Gamgee Weta Bust519

Complete run #1-14 with a variant.  VF to NM condition.
Saucer Country Comics Group (15) Vertigo520

This box is full of all different kinds of die-cast collectibles. You get
all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.

Die-Cast Toy Box Lot521

A great example of late 1950s home planning. Catalogs, planning
guides, and more. You get everything pictured with original sales
envelope.

1950s New Home Planning Guide522

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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You get all pictured. Wear varies as pictured.
MAD Magazine Vintage Lot523

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. A very minor chip on the back
but otherwise in great condition.. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Peregrin "Pippin" Took Weta Bust524

Includes issues between #48 and #60. VF to NM condition.
Scalped Comics Group (13) Vertigo525

A little something for everyone here. Mint in sealed packages.
Assorted Toys/Collectibles Boxed Lot526

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot527

The classic Kevin Smith interview of Stan Lee on DVD, times eight!
All sealed.

Stan Lee's Mutants, Monsters, & Marvels Dealer Lot528

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Meriadoc "Merry" Brandybuck Weta Bust529

New in box, box has storage wear.
DC Universe RPG Hero Dice530

Marvel, Disney, and Star Wars. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages.

Disney Infinity Figure Lot531

Jar Jar and Qui-Gon. Mint in sealed packages. Boxes have light to
moderate shelf wear as pictured.

Star Wars 12" Figure Lot of (2)532

Sealed! Waxwork presents…Double album based on the original
Netflix series.

The Haunting of Hill House Soundtrack533

LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Her hair has some minor paint
chipping as pictured but otherwise in great condition. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

Arwen Evenstar Weta Bust534

Includes the complete run #1-8 plus duplicates.  VF to NM
condition.

Scarab Comics Group (10) Vertigo535

A box full of adventure. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages. The Revell model figures were opened for inspection
and are new on the sprues.

GI Joe/Military Box Lot536

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot537

Ronnie Wood, Pete Townsend, Snoop Dogg, Billie Joel, Heart, &
Marky Ramone's rockstar memories in glorious hardcover!

Music Biographies & Memories (Lot of 7)538

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Some paint chipping as pictured.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

Aragorn, Son of Arathorn Weta Bust539

VF to NM condition.
Scene of the Crime Comics Run #1-4 Vertigo540

Mario, Minecraft, and more. Mint in sealed packages, except for
the plush (it is new with hangtag).

Video Game Toy/Collectibles Lot541

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “C” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - C Bands/Artists542

Sealed deluxe edition hardcover with dust jacket. NM condition.
Detective Comics Sealed HC 80 Years543

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Legolas Greenleaf Weta Bust #822/3000544

Conditions range between VG to VF.
Secrets of Sinister House Comics Group (4)545

You get all pictured, including some nifty T-Rex chopsticks. Mint in
sealed packages.

Jurassic World/Dinosaur Box Lot546

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot547

Largely modern country music. Some sealed, most not.
Country CDs (Lot of 20)548

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Boromir, Son of Denethor Weta Bust549

Conditions range between G to VF.
Secret Six Comics Run #1-7550

You get all pictured. The plush figures are in great shape. The
figures are all mint in package, but the Black Knight figure's bubble
has become detached from the card.

Marvel Comics Figure/Toy Lot551

A box full of Pepsi advertising/collectibles. You get all pictured.
Pepsi Collectibles Box Lot552

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW

Eomer Weta Bust #437/2000553

LOT #
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Complete run!  VF to NM condition.
The Shade Comics Run #1 - 12554

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
Marvel Comics Trade Paperback Lot555

Back to the Future, Flintstones, and the Lil' Hot Dogger. Mint in
sealed packages.

Retro Style Model Kit Lot556

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot557

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Gimli, Son of Gloin Weta Bust558

Issues from three different runs of Shade.  A few are rougher -
overall VF to NM condition.

Shade the Changing Man Comics Group (23)559

Various authors, genres, and formats.
Summer Reading: Novels (Lot of 9)560

You get all pictured. Mint in packages.
Manga/Anime Toy Box Lot561

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “E” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - E Bands/Artists562

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. His beard has some minor chips
as pictured but overall in great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Dwarven Lord Weta Bust563

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Figure in original box, but was removed for display.  Figure is in
great shape, box shows minor wear.

Bad Taste Bears Mummy Figure564

You get all pictured. Arkham Asylum and Digital Justice are sealed.
DC Comics Hardcover Lot565

Die-cast, figures, even a plush Ewok. You get all pictured. Mint in
sealed packages, except for the plush (but he is new with tag).

Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Lot566

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot567

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Smeagol Weta Bust #1947/6000568

Complete run of this pre-Vertigo Peter Milligan title. VF to NM
condition.

Screemer Comics Run #1 - 6569

The classic Ed Brubaker-penned story, starring the Winter Soldier,
collected in a beautiful hardcover! Sealed in original shrink-wrap.

Trial of Captain America Marvel Hardcover Omnibus570

Mint in sealed packages, except for the plush, but it is new with
tag.

DC Comics Toy/Collectibles571

New, never used. Oversized plush pillows. Batman and
Wolverine…DC and Marvel's bad boy heroes.

Batman/Wolverine Pillow Lot572

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Ponytail is cracked but still
attached. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

Orc Soldier Weta Bust573

LOT #

Six issues of the artist highlight series.  VF to NM condition.
DC Solo Comics Group (6) Paul Pope/Richard Corben574

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “G” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - G Bands/Artists575

Walking Dead, Friday the 13th, a Madame Alexander Zombie
Cheerleader, and more. Mint in sealed packages where applicable.

Horror Toy/Collectible Box Lot576

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot577

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Orc Overseer Weta Bust578

VF to NM condition.
Spaceman Comics Complete Run #1-9 Vertigo579

Disney Fairy Tales, Madonna's Abdi, Superman Chapter Books,
perfect for kids of all ages!

Summer Reading: Kids Books (Lot of 10)580

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Marvel Comics Figure/Toy Lot581

You get all pictured. 2 of the hardcovers are sealed.
Marvel Comics Hardcover Lot582

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. A small chip on his ear and on
the armor. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

Moria Orc Swordsman Weta Bust583

VF to NM condition.
The Spectre Comics Group (29) 1987584

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Badman Possee rare original U.K. pressing in NM condition.
Junior Murvin Rare UK Record585

Figures, die-cast, and more. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Lot586

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot587

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Part of his hair is broken. Minor
paint chips on the base. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Cleaved Orc Weta Bust588

Thirteen issues between #1 - 21 of the 1992 series, plus 4 issues
between #4 and #8 of the 2001 series, plus a 2004 special.  VF to
NM condition.

The Spectre Comics Group (18) 1992+589

Hardcover Gaiman, Rowling, Ellison, & King!
Summer Reading: Legendary Authors (Lot of 6)590

Figures and toys from multiple genres. Mint in sealed packages.
TV Cartoon Figure/Collectible Lot591

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “J” bands, including
everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in the VG+
range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - J Bands/Artists592

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. The tip of his nose is chipped.
Some paint chips on his back. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Grishnakh Weta Bust #111/2000593

All in various states of use.  Superman, Batman, Green Lantern.
Group of Watches from Comic Books/Pop Culture (6)594

LOT #

Contain Golden Age Superman stories in chronological order. 10
volumes! Condition as pictured.

Superman Chronicles Vol. 1-10595

4 models. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Model Kit Box Lot596

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot597

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. A piece of his helmet is broken,
but included. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

Uruk-Hai Scout Weta Bust598

Signed by Tom Mandrake and John Ostrander. Limited numbered
edition. VF to NM condition.

The Spectre #8 Limited Signed Edition599

Six DVDs and four CDs featuring live concerts, Q&As, and more!
Live Media (Lot of 10)600

Mint in sealed packages. Please note that the Venom/Carnage set
is detached from the card.

Marvel Comics Figure/Toy Lot601

New, never used. Oversized plush pillows. Batman and
Wolverine…DC and Marvel's bad boy heroes.

Looney Tunes Denim/Jean Jacket602

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

King Theoden Weta Bust #295/2000603

Issues between #1 and #32.  VF to NM condition.
The Spirit Comics Group (27) Darwyn Cooke604

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
DC Comics Hardcover Lot605

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Figures, and all sorts of fun stuff. Mint in sealed packages.
Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Lot606

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot607

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. The base has a paint scratch. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

Numenorean Infantryman Weta Bust608

VF to NM condition.
Invaders from Mars Comics Run #1 - 3609

Various authors, genres, and formats.
Summer Reading: Novels (Lot of 10)610

KISS, Beatles, and more. You get Mint in sealed packages.
Rock 'N Roll Collectibles Lot611

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “L” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - L Bands/Artists612

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Lurtz, Uruk-Hai Captain Weta Bust613

VF to NM condition.
I, Vampire Run #0 - 19614

Embroidered pillow from the Warner Bros. Studio store. Excellent
condition.

Looney Tunes 17" x 17" Pillow615

Figures, blind packs, construction set, and more. Mint in sealed
packages, except for the loose mini playset.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle Lot616

LOT #

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot617

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Two tiny chips in his coat as
pictured but otherwise great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Grima Wormtongue Weta Bust #639/2000618

Very hard to find BlizzCon 2010 Exclusive from Sideshow.  Cute
baby Dethwing! New in the box, box shows some storage damage.

World of Warcraft Dethling Fig Sideshow BlizzCon619

Disney, Ozzie Osbourne, John Lennon, and the Women of
Hammer Horror.

Coffee Table Non-Fiction (Lot of 5)620

6 figures. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Funko Pop! Figure Box Lot621

Plates, mugs, a frame, and more. You get all pictured.
I Love Lucy Collectibles Box Lot622

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Two spines in his helmet are
cracked but still attached. One spine is broken off. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

Moria Orc Archer Weta Bust623

Includes issues between #1 and 28, with duplicate issues.  VF to
NM condition.

I, Zombie Comics Group (38) Vertigo624

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “M” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - M Bands/Artists625

Box full of Transformers! Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Figure Box Lot626

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot627

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Minor paint scuffs as pictured but
otherwise great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Uruk-Hai Swordsman Weta Bust #332/2000628

Nine issues of the unique Chris Ware art series.  From tiny to giant
size.  Overall VF to NM condition.

Jimmy Corrigan Acme Novelty Library Group (9)629

Various subjects and formats.
Summer Reading: Non-Fiction (lot of 8)630

Plush cruise ship, mini figures with display case, and more.
Disney Toys/Collectibles Box Lot631

A box full of Pepsi advertising/collectibles. You get all pictured.
Pepsi Collectibles Box Lot632

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Uruk-Hai Berserker Weta Bust #130/2000633

Complete run, issue #0 is signed and it is complete with #21 -
which is the first appearance of Hellboy. VF to NM condition.

John Byrne's Next Men Comics Run #0-26 Hellboy634

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
Small Press/Indy Comic TPB Box Lot635

Board game, blind packs, and more. You get all pictured. Mint in
sealed packages.

Video Game Toy/Collectibles Lot636

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot637

LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Only one small chip in his hair
but otherwise great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Saruman the White Weta Bust #815/3000638

It includes both Strange Adventures #1-6 and Whistling Skull #1-6
complete.  VF to NM condition.

JSA Comics Group (12)639

Nickelback, Bjork, Oasis, Puddle of Mud, and many more. Includes
sealed and open CDs.

Modern Music CDs (Lot of 22)640

Figures, die-cast, and promo rings! Mint in sealed packages, where
applicable.

DC Comics Toy/Collectibles Lot641

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “P” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - P Bands/Artists642

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Gandalf the White Weta Bust #288/2000643

VF to NM condition.
Justice League Dark #0 - 20 + Annual644

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
DC Comics Trade Paperback Lot645

Box full of Transformers! Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Figure Box Lot646

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot647

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

The Lady Galadriel Weta Bust #776/2000648

VF to NM condition.
Kingdom Come Run #1-4 Complete Alex Ross649

Pretty pictures in a variety of formats.
Poster, Coloring, and Photo Books (Lot of 6)650

Construction sets, die-cast Enterprise, and a puzzle. Mint in sealed
packages.

Star Trek Toy/Collectibles Lot651

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
Marvel Comics Trade Paperback Lot652

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. The tip of his helmet is cracked
but otherwise very good condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Galadhrim Soldier Weta Bust #347/2000653

VF to NM condition.
HAPPY #1 Grant Morrison654

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
DC Comics Trade Paperback Lot655

Mint in sealed packages.
DC Primal Age Figure Lot of (6)656

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot657

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW

High Elven Infantryman Weta Bust658

LOT #
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Issue #2 of the fabled alternative comics treasury series.  Featuring
Maus.  This in overall F-VF condition, with some edge wear from
storage.

RAW #2 Spiegelman659

Still sealed!
Game of Thrones Season 1-4 DVD660

Barbie, My Little Pony, and more. You get all pictured. Mint in
sealed packages.

Girls Toy Box Lot661

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
DC Comics Trade Paperback Lot662

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. A few minor chips on his cape as
pictured and one chipped finger. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Ringwraith Weta Bust663

VF to NM condition.
Hawkeye Comics Run #1-6  2016664

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “R” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - R Bands/Artists665

(4) figures. Mint in sealed packages.
Savage World Horror Figure Lot666

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot667

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. Base has a couple of chips as pictured.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some

Gandalf the Grey Weta Bust668

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
of the figures require extra packaging. 

VF to NM condition.
Hawkeye Comics Run #1-7 2018669

featuring the complete Shade The Changing Man and The Hawk &
The Dove!

Steve Ditko DC Comics Omnibus Hardcover Vol 1-2670

Supernatural die-cast car, Westworld, Doctor Who, and more. Mint
in sealed packages.

TV Show Toy/Collectibles Lot671

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
Marvel Comics Trade Paperback Lot672

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. One tine of his crown is broken.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

Witch King of Agmar Bust #322/2000673

VF to NM condition.
Howard the Duck Comics Run #1-4 Marvel Max674

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
DC Comics Trade Paperback Lot675

Blind boxes/pack, Funko Pop! And more. Mint in sealed packages.
TV Cartoon Figure/Collectible Lot676

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot677

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. In remarkably great shape for its
size, with only a tiny chip in his beard. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Treebeard Weta Bust #109/1500678

VF to NM condition.
Howard the Duck Comics Run #1-5 2015679

Includes a portable DVD player, some DVDs, and assorted
non-fiction

Odds & Ends (Lot of 10)680

LOT #

Mint in sealed packages, except for the Yeti.
Imaginext Toy Box Lot681

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
DC Comics Trade Paperback Lot682

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. A couple broken pieces of his
mane as shown. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to
us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of
our ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we
notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips,
broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS
carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not
come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as
intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

Nazgul Steed Weta Bust683

All kinds of cool giveaways and collectibles that came out at
BlizzCons 2007 - 2010: baby murlocks, trading card game, buttons,
coasters, key chains, medallions, magazines and more! You get all
that is pictured.

BlizzCon Premium Lot 2007684

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
Marvel Comics Trade Paperback Lot685

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Jurassic World/Dinosaur Box Lot686

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot687

Weta Sideshow Collectibles bust. Great condition with no visible
cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

The Cave Troll Weta Bust #362/10000688

VF to NM condition.
Legion LOST Comics Run #0-16689

Includes Bob Dylan, Neil Young, Joni Mitchell, Rick Wakeman, and
many more! Some sealed, some not.

Songwriters & Visionaries (Lot of 16)690

Dolls and outfits. Mint in sealed packages. Please note that the
Frankie Stein doll is pulled off the card.

Monster High Figure/Toy Lot691

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
Marvel Comics Trade Paperback Lot692

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Great condition with no broken pieces.

Elven Knife of Strider Replica693

VF to NM condition.
Legion Animated Comics Run #1-12694

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “S” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - S Bands/Artists695

5-pack. Mint in sealed packages.
DC Nation Aardman Figure Pack696

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot697

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Some scuffs as pictured.

Staff of Gandalf the White Lifesize Replica698

VF to NM condition.
Legion of Superheroes Comics Run #0-19699

Starring Batman, Robin, Harley Quinn, & more! All sealed.
Batman Family Hardcovers (Lot of 6)700

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Figure Box Lot701

NM with original insert. German Import double album.
Stephen Stills German Double LP702

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Great condition with no broken pieces.

Staff of Saruman Lifesize Replica703

VF to NM condition.
Legion Secret Origin Comics Run #1 - 6 Complete704

You get all pictured. Condition as pictured.
DC Comics Trade Paperback Lot705

From classic to modern. Mint in sealed packages where applicable.
Horror Toy/Collectible Box Lot706

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot707

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Never displayed and in gorgeous condition, with original box.
Comes with rare matching scabbard that was sold separately, still
in its own box.

Sting Bilbo & Frodo's Sword w/ SCABBARD708

LOT #

This amazing Legion set includes the illustrated index, Adventure
Comics, the 1970's series, and the 1980's series, plus miniseries
and specials. Various conditions, but overall VF to NM.

Legion of Superheroes Long Box of Comics709

Four lavishly illustrated books on various aspects of Disneyana.
Disney Coffee Table Books (Lot of 4)710

A great assortment of collector items. Mint in sealed packages.
Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Lot711

You get all pictured. Ornaments, 3-D stickers, and more.
Collectible Ornaments Box Lot712

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Briefly displayed but in gorgeous condition with original box.  Box
has moderate storage wear.

Hadhafang Sword of Arwen Replica713

VF to NM grade of this odd-ball Indy version of Spider-Man.
The Megalomaniacal Spider-Man #1714

Sealed deluxe edition hardcover with dust jacket. NM condition.
Superman Sealed HC 80 Years Deluxe Ed.715

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Model Kit Box Lot716

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot717

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Briefly displayed but in excellent condition. The mount has scraped
as pictured. With original box. Box has heavy storage wear.

Uruk-Hai Scimitar Replica718

VF to NM condition.
Lot 13 Comics Run #1-5 Complete719

Various titles and publishers.
Indie Comics in TPB (Lot of 10)720

Walking Dead, Aliens set, modern horror plushes, and even an
Elvira bicycle seat cushion! Mint in sealed packages (plushes are
new with tags).

Horror Toy/Collectible Box Lot721

New, never used. Oversized plush pillows. Batman and
Wolverine…DC and Marvel's bad boy heroes.

Looney Tunes Denim/Jean Jacket722

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Briefly displayed but in gorgeous condition with original box. Box
has moderate storage wear.

Glamdring Sword of Gandalf the Grey Replica723

VF to NM condition.
The Mighty A Comics Run #1 - 12 Complete724

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “W” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - W Bands/Artists725

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages. The package for
Zatanna has shelf wear.

DC Comics Toy/Collectibles Lot726

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot727

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica.  With matching wall mount.
Comes with the matching scabbard still with its box. The scabbard
came separately and is very rare. The sword never displayed and
in gorgeous condition with original box. Box has moderate storage
wear.

Strider's Ranger Sword w/ SCABBARD! Replica728

VF to NM condition.
The Milk Wars Comics #1-5 plus Promo729

Rush, Fleetwood Mac, Van Halen, and more! Some sealed, some
not.

Let's Rock! (Lot of 16)730

My Little Pony and Powerpuff Girls. Mint in sealed packages,
except for the plushes (they are new with hang tags).

Girls Toy Box Lot731

Box lot of mostly mint in package collectibles. You get all pictured.
Disney Collectibles+More732

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Briefly displayed but in gorgeous condition with original box.  Box
has heavy storage wear.

Sword of the Ringwraiths Replica733

Both variants of #1 - VF to NM condition.
Mystery Space Comics Group (2)734

advertising drink containers, an Emergency vintage thermal mug,
and more. Wear varies as pictured.

Pop Culture Collectibles Lot735

Various licenses and themes. Mint in sealed packages.
Not Lego Construction Set Lot736

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot737

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Briefly displayed but in gorgeous condition with original box.  Box
has heavy storage wear.

Sword of the Witchking Replica738

LOT #

Includes four different issues of National Comics. VF to NM
condition.

National Comics Group (4)739

Cult-favorite 70s monster stories collected in high-quality
hardcover.

Man-Thing Hardcover Omnibus Marvel740

Mint in sealed packages.
Madballs Blind Pack Box Lot741

Hard to find original pressing (sealed) with book!
The Rutles Sealed Album w/Book742

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica. With matching wall mount.
Briefly displayed but in gorgeous condition and original box. Box
has heavy storage wear.

Narsil The Sword of Elendil Replica743

Two different mini-series, plus Dark Horse Presents #148. VF to
NM condition.

The Nevermen Comics Group (8)744

A box full of Pepsi advertising/collectibles. You get all pictured.
Pepsi Collectibles Box Lot745

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy/Figure Box Lot746

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot747

United Cutlery Brand life-sized replica wall mount. Limited Edition
1815/5000. Briefly displayed but in gorgeous condition with original
box. Box is torn and has heavy storage wear, see pics for details.

Shards of Narsil LMT Replica 1815/5000748

VF to NM condition.
Omega the Unknown Comics Run #1-10749

Run of 70s paperbacks reprinting classic science fantasy tales from
the creator of Tarzan!

Martian Tales of Edgar Rice Burroughs 1-11750

All the rest for this session. You get all pictured. Some loose, some
packaged.

Assorted Toys/Collectibles Boxed Lot751

You get all pictured. Excellent condition.
I Love Lucy Collector Plate Box Lot752

United Cutlery Brand Limited Edition 516/5000. Life-sized replica
with matching wall mount. Absolutely beautiful condition. With
original box. Box has heavy storage wear.

Anduril: Sword of King Elessar LMT753

New, never used. Oversized plush pillows. Batman and
Wolverine…DC and Marvel's bad boy heroes.

Looney Tunes Denim/Jean Jacket754

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Thanks for attending Day Three  of our 1000 lot Summer
Blockbuster event! Don't forget to check out the LAST DAY for
more incredible finds from your pals at Back to the Past!

TO BE CONTINUED754a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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